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Optimising Boolean Synthetic Regulatory
Networks to Control Cell States

Nadia Taou and Michael Lones, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Controlling the dynamics of gene regulatory networks is a challenging problem. In recent years, a number of control
methods have been proposed, but most of these approaches do not address the problem of how they could be implemented in
practice. In this paper, we consider the idea of using a synthetic regulatory network as a closed-loop controller that can control and
respond to the dynamics of a cell’s native regulatory network in situ. We explore this idea using a computational model in which both
native and synthetic regulatory networks are represented by Boolean networks. We then use an evolutionary algorithm to optimise both
the structure and parameters of the synthetic Boolean network. To test this approach, we look at whether controllers can be optimised
to target specific steady states in five different Boolean regulatory circuit models. Our results show that in most cases the controllers
are able to drive the dynamics of the target system to a specified steady state, often using few interventions, and further experiments
using random Boolean networks show that the approach scales well to larger controlled networks.

Index Terms—Gene regulatory networks, Boolean networks, closed-loop control, evolutionary algorithms, synthetic biology

F

1 INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, there has been increasing interest in the
development of methods to control a cell’s state by ma-

nipulating the dynamics of its regulatory network. Most ap-
proaches to doing this have used control theoretic methods
[1], [2], [3], [4], [5]; that is, using analytical approaches in
order to identify a sequence of control interventions that
will guide a cell from one state to another when applied
to certain nodes of the network. This is a difficult problem
[6]. In fact, it is known to be NP-hard [7], [8], meaning
that no polynomial-time algorithm can guarantee finding an
optimal sequence for an arbitrary network. To address this,
researchers have taken various approaches. One approach
is to simplify the problem by focusing on particular kinds
of network topology, for instance tree-structured networks
[7]. This can provide guarantees that an optimal solution
can be found in feasible time, but is only applicable to a
restricted range of biological circuits. A second approach is
to restrict the control targets of the network, typically by
identifying the most influential nodes within a network and
using these to deliver interventions [9], [10]. This can be a
productive method, but requires an effective procedure to
identify the relevant nodes. Given that there is no direct
relationship between topology and dynamics [11], this is
itself a challenging problem. Another approach (which we
also use in this work) is to apply metaheuristic methods,
such as evolutionary algorithms, to search the space of con-
trol interventions in a more informal way. Although these
algorithms [12] do not guarantee that an optimal solution
will be found, they are often effective at locating optimal
and near-optimal solutions within NP-hard search spaces.

Whilst the literature contains some good examples of us-
ing all these methods to find sequences of control interven-
tions that can control particular biological circuits, it largely
does not address the question of how these interventions
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can be implemented within a biological cell [13]. This is an
important concern if the design of control interventions is
to have practical uses, such as controlling disease processes.
Conventional drug delivery methods might work for simple
interventions, but generally the control policies discovered
by these methods have complex timing constraints, with
each intervention having to occur when the network is in
a particular dynamical state in order to have its intended
effect. To do this requires some mechanism to identify the
cell’s state and then deliver the required intervention in a
timely fashion, which is not something that can be done
using conventional approaches.

A potential means of addressing this problem is to use
synthetic biology techniques [14]. These provide a way of
designing biological circuits that can be deployed within
a living cell, and hence can be used to implement decision
making and interventions in situ. The use of digital methods
(i.e. feed-forward Boolean logic circuits) means that, in prin-
ciple, any controller derived through computational means
could be refined into a biological implementation and used
to implement a control policy. However, current synthetic
biology methods are limited in terms of scalability, meaning
that it is only practically possible to design and deploy
relatively small circuits [15], [16]. This means that any form
of computation introduced to a cell would have to be rela-
tively compact, which is not the case for conventional digital
design mappings, which tend to produce large circuits for
even simple computational behaviours.

Compared to digital design, native biological systems
are surprisingly compact [17]. This seems to be (at least
in part) because they are not based on principles we use
for computer design, but rather on those of dynamical
systems, a class of systems have been widely studied in
certain areas of science and engineering, and are known to
be able to produce complex behaviour from descriptively-
simple (i.e. small) systems [18]. The presence of attractors
within their dynamics means that they are also naturally
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Table 1
Selected works on controlling Boolean networks

Author(s), year Method

Datta et al (2003) Dynamic programming [24]
Cheng and Qi (2009) Representation by semi-tensor

product of matrices [1]
Laschov and Margaliot (2011) Mayer-type optimal control [2]
Shi-Jian and Yi-Guang (2011) Boolean sensitivity analysis [25]
Zhao et al (2011) Game theory and infinite hori-

zon optimal control [3]
Li and Sun (2011) Optimal control in delay net-

works [4]
Kobayashi and Hiraishi (2012) Petri net representation and in-

teger programming [26]
Kim et al. (2013) Use of control kernels [27]
Chen et al. (2015) Impulsive effects and state con-

straints [5]
Murrugarra et al. (2016) Boolean canalization [28]
Yang et al. (2018) Domain of influence of nodes

[10]

robust, resisting many of the small perturbations that are
caused by environmental noise [19]. This combination of
compactness and robustness, twinned with the observed
complexity of biological behaviour, has motivated interest
in using regulatory networks as a model of computation,
i.e. designing synthetic regulatory networks that implement
particular computational functions. However, most work in
this area has focused on computational [20], rather than
biological [21], applications.

In this work, we consider the idea of using a synthetic
regulatory network to implement a control policy within a
biological cell, and use Boolean Networks (BN) to test the
potential of this approach. In particular, we use an evolu-
tionary algorithm to design BNs that can control simulations
of particular biological circuits, which are also implemented
as BNs. In part, we use BNs for their general ability to
capture the qualitative dynamics of regulatory circuits, and
their relative ease of implementation and simulation. How-
ever, BNs also have a direct mapping to existing synthetic
biology techniques, in that they are essentially recurrent dig-
ital circuits which can be implemented using existing meth-
ods of refining logic gates into biochemical systems. This
work builds upon our earlier work. In [22], we considered
the general ability of BNs to control trajectories within ran-
dom BNs when optimised using an evolutionary algorithm.
In this work, by comparison, we focus on attractor targeting
within BNs that represent actual biological systems. Some
initial results from this study were also presented in [23],
but are significantly extended in this paper.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives a
brief introduction to Boolean modelling and related work
on controlling BNs; Section 3 describes our methods and the
Boolean models used in this work; Section 4 presents results,
followed by discussion in Section 5; Section 6 concludes.

2 BOOLEAN MODELLING AND CONTROL OF BIO-
LOGICAL NETWORKS

BNs [29] are a widely-studied model of gene regulatory
networks. A BN is essentially a digital circuit that has nodes

0

Synthetic BN
Controller

Feedback

Intervention

Controlled
Native BN

n0
n1

n2n4 n3

Figure 1. Conceptual illustration of a synthetic controller Boolean net-
work exercising closed-loop control over the state of a native Boolean
network through intervention and feedback couplings.

n and connections (or edges) e. Unlike conventional digital
circuits, the connections are typically recurrent, leading to
often complex dynamics. Each node within the circuit rep-
resents a gene, its Boolean state (true or false) represents
a gene’s expression state (expressed or not expressed) and
the Boolean transition function of the node represents a
gene’s regulatory function. The number of possible Boolean
functions for a network with k connections per node is 22

k

and the state space size is 2N , where N is the number of
nodes. Since the state space is finite, states will eventually
be repeated, leading to temporal structures known as attrac-
tors. Biologically, these attractors are thought to represent
the stable states (or cell phenotypes) of a cell [30]. BNs
simplify many aspects of biological regulatory networks; for
example, they abstract away biological intermediaries such
as transcription factors, and they reduce gene expression
to a binary state. Despite this, BNs are surprisingly adept
at modelling the observed behaviours of actual biological
regulatory circuits [31], and have been used to study various
biological systems [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37]. They have
also played an important role in the development of systems
biology, providing insight into the dynamical behaviour of
gene regulatory networks [38], [39], [40].

Given their relationship to digital circuits, another key
benefit of BNs is the ease with which they can be simu-
lated on a computer and executed at high speed. This is
particularly the case when compared to other formalisms
for modelling gene regulatory networks, such as differential
equations. A potential downside of Boolean modelling is
that it is not possible to capture the quantitative dynamics
of regulatory circuits; however, this appears to be a less
significant problem than might be imagined, and it has been
shown that, from a steady-state perspective, BN models are
equivalent to continuous models [41].

A number of researchers have explored the idea of
controlling BNs as an analogue for controlling biological
regulatory networks. Most existing control methods are an-
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alytical, based on conventional control theoretic approaches.
Although a diverse range of techniques have been used to
achieve control in particular BNs (see Table 1 for a sample
of these), a lack of standardised benchmarks means that it
is difficult to infer which methods are most effective. This
reflects the relative youthfulness of this area of research,
which is currently focused on exploration of methods rather
than consideration of their exploitation. However, at some
point it will become necessary to deploy control methods
within biological cells, and it makes sense to consider the
choice of control methodology within this context. In this
work, we address this issue by representing the controller
also as a BN, leveraging the fact that BNs could be re-
alised as synthetic biology circuits using existing principles.
Hence, we consider a system in which one BN controls the
dynamical evolution of another (see Fig. 1).

3 METHODS

Table 2
Notation

BNr Controller network
BNd Controlled network
k Number of input connections per node
p Probability of updating a node’s state
CI List of controlled nodes in controlled network
Cf List of feedback nodes in controlled network
sr Node states in controller network
sd Node states in controlled network
tr Controller network time steps during intervention
td Controlled network time steps between interventions
dt Distance from target state

3.1 Evolutionary Algorithms
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [12] are a metaheuristic ap-
proach which solves difficult computational optimisation
problems by imitating the natural process of Darwinian
evolution. EAs are flexible to use and require comparatively
little knowledge of the optimisation problem. An EA has
a number of steps: initialisation, evaluation, selection, ge-
netic operators (crossover and mutation), and termination.
A population of candidate solutions is generated and re-
peatedly evolved to search over the solution space of a
problem. When a new solution is created, it is evaluated
using a fitness function that measures how well it solves
the problem. The solutions with the best fitnesses among
the population are then used to create new solutions using
genetic operators; mutation operators make small changes
to the existing solutions and crossover operators recombine
parts of existing solutions. Solutions with poor fitness are
removed from the population. There are various kinds of
EAs; in this work, we use a fairly standard genetic algorithm
(see Algorithm 1), which uses point mutation, uniform
crossover, standard tournament selection and elitism.

3.2 Evolving Controllers
The EA is used to design and optimise both the structure
and parameters of a controller BN in order to maximise

Algorithm 1 Optimising a controller Boolean network
1: Initialise popsize random Boolean networks and place

in population P
2: Evaluate P
3: g ← 0
4: while optimal controller not found and g < genlimit do
5: Pchildren ← {}
6: for 0...popsize do
7: Select {p1, p2} ∈ P using tournament selection
8: Crossover {p1, p2} to make {child1, child2}
9: Mutate child1 and child2

10: Add fittest of {child1, child2} to Pchildren

11: end for
12: Evaluate all Pchildren

13: P ← Pchildren

14: g ← g + 1
15: end while
16: Return pbest ∈ P

Algorithm 2 Evaluating a controller Boolean network
1: t← 0
2: while t is within control period do
3: i← 0
4: for each c ∈ Cf do . feedback from controlled

BN to controller BN

5: sri ← sdc , i← i+ 1
6: end for
7: for tr times do . execute controller BN
8: UPDATE(BNr) . apply each node’s

update function
9: end for

10: i← |BNr|
11: for each c ∈ CI times do . apply control

interventions
12: sdc

← sri , i← i− 1
13: end for
14: for td times do . execute controlled BN
15: UPDATE(BNd)
16: t← t+ 1
17: end for
18: end while
19: Calculate distance to target state using Equ. 1

a fitness function which measures the ability of the BN to
solve a given control task. The control tasks all involve state
space targeting, using the controller BN to generate a series
of perturbations (i.e. control interventions) that guide the
trajectory of a controlled BN to a particular stable state (or
attractor) in its state space. Two forms of the control task
are considered: the first involves learning control interven-
tions that guide the trajectory of a controlled BN from a
random initial state to a stable state, and the second involves
guiding a trajectory from one stable state to another. The
controller BN is coupled to the controlled BN, and during
its execution, generates and applies a series of interventions
by varying the state of at least one target node within the
controlled network. Algorithm 2 describes how this process
works. In the experiments, we use both deterministic and
asynchronous controllers. The only difference between these
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n4n1 n2 n3 n5 tr td CI1
CI2 Cf1 Cf2

Time Coupling Coupling

out
Controller
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Boolean
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initial
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Nodes

Figure 2. Linear encoding of a Boolean network comprising five nodes,
showing inset the representation of a node.

two is that in the asynchronous BNs, the update process is
stochastic, i.e. there is a particular probability (p) of applying
each node’s transition function each time the BN’s state is
updated. This means that the BN may follow a different
trajectory each time it is executed, and in this regard is
considered to be a more realistic model of a biological gene
regulatory network [42]. For the results shown, a p value of
0.7 is used; in initial experiments, the exact choice of value
was not found to have a notable effect.

Standard EAs work with linear vectors. The controller
BN is linearly encoded as shown in Figure 2. This represents
the BN as an array of nodes, each formed by a Boolean
function number, between 0 and 22

k

(the number of possible
Boolean functions for a given degree of connectivity k), an
initial state, and a set of input nodes, where each input node
is indicated by its position within the node array. All the
experiments were done with a fixed value of k set to be 2,
meaning that each node has exactly two inputs, since this
is where a BN’s capacity for computation is thought to be
maximal [43]. The size of the controller network is set at
15, which in [44] was found to offer a reasonable trade-off
between the computational power of the BN and the size of
its optimisation search space. During the evaluation of each
controller network, two evolved timing parameters, each
within a range [1,50] are used. The first timing parameter, tr ,
determines the number of time steps the controller network
will perform for each time step of the controlled network,
i.e. the relative speed of the controller. The second timing
parameter, td, indicates how frequently the controller BN
is executed, in terms of the number of time steps of the
controlled network, (i.e. how often it intervenes).

The coupling terms, node functions and timing param-
eters of the controller BN are all optimised using the EA.
The coupling terms select the nodes in the controlled BN
whose state will be changed by the controller BN (i.e. the
control interventions), CI , and the nodes in the controlled
BN whose state will be copied back to the controller BN
(i.e. feedback connections), Cf ; see Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows
how the solution vector includes the timing parameters and
the coupling terms. The initial number of coupling terms is
1, to encourage parsimony in the number of interventions.
This can be changed by the mutation operator, which can
add or remove coupling terms (with an upper limit of

5), in addition to modifying the timing parameters or the
function, input connections or initial state for each node in
a BN.

For each run, the EA is executed for 100 generations,
with a population size of 500, point mutation (pm = 0.06),
tournament selection (n = 3), elitism (n = 1) and uni-
form crossover (pc = 0.15). These are all fairly standard
parameter settings which we have found to work well in
our previous work. The efficacy of a controller’s interven-
tions are measured using a fitness function that returns the
normalised Hamming distance between the target state and
the actual state that is reached by the end of a control period
of 50 time steps of the controlled network; see Equ. 1 where
dt is the distance between the target network’s state at the
end of the control period and its target state, |BNd| is the
controlled network’s size and fit is the fitness value. The
fitness value is scaled to the interval [0,1], where a fitness
of 1.0 indicates that dt = 0 and that the target state was
reached. EAs are stochastic optimisers, and consequently
the fitness distribution over 20 runs is used to give an
estimate of the ability of the EA to find a controller BN that
can control a specified controlled BN to a specified stable
state.

fit = 1− dt
|BNd|

(1)

3.3 Case Studies

We applied our method to five BN models of various
well studied biological regulatory networks which capture
a wide range of different biological processes such as cell
cycle regulation, cell signalling and differentiation and mor-
phogenesis (see Table 3 and Figure 3). These are the T
helper cell differentiation network [32], the T cell receptor
signalling pathway [33], flower morphogenesis in arabidopsis
thaliana [34], fission yeast cell cycle regulation and budding
yeast cell cycle regulation [35]. The size of these networks is
between 10 and 40 nodes and the number of steady states
(or attractors) varies from 3 to 13.

Table 3
List of the controlled networks

Network name Nodes Steady states

Fission yeast cell cycle 10 13
Budding yeast cell cycle 12 7
Arabidopsis thaliana 15 10
T helper cell differentiation 23 3
T cell receptor signalling 40 8

4 RESULTS

Controller BNs were evolved with the aim of targeting each
of the steady states in each of the controlled BNs. The results
are summarised in Table 4, which shows the proportion of
target states reached for each biological network using both
deterministic and asynchronous BN models. This shows
that the EA was able to successfully find optimal controllers
for the majority of control tasks in all the native BN models.
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Figure 3. Boolean models of biological regulatory networks used as case studies. Solid and dashed lines indicate positive and negative regulatory
interactions, respectively.
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Table 4
Summary of the results, showing the ability of the evolutionary algorithm to find controllers that can target each steady state of each native BN
model. Results are shown both for when trajectories begin at a randomly sampled state, and for when they begin at one of the system’s other

steady states, and for deterministic and asynchronous BNs. Full results are available in Supplementary materials.

Targets Reached (%)

From random state From steady state

Network Deterministic Asynchronous Deterministic Asynchronous

Fission yeast 92 92 97 92
Budding yeast 86 100 95 100
A. thaliana 70 100 100 100
T helper cell 67 67 100 100
T cell receptor 50 88 88 100

Mean 73 89 96 98

However, it also shows that the success rate was signifi-
cantly affected by the choice of initial states and the type of
BN model used.

4.1 Controlling from random states

Tables 5 and 6 give a more detailed breakdown of the results
for the case where a randomly sampled state was chosen as
the initial state of each controlled trajectory. Twenty EA runs
were carried out for each steady state of the system, using
a different initial state each time. It can be seen that the av-
erage fitness is high for each controlled network, indicating
that for each run, a controller was evolved that drove the
dynamics close to the target steady state. However, it was
not possible to reach the steady state every time, and some
steady states could not be reached at all (see Targets Reached
— Control).

Given that the initial state is randomly chosen, some-
times it may lie within the basin of attraction of the target
steady state, and could therefore be reached in the absence
of control when the transient length is less than the control
period. To give some indication of the likelihood of this
happening, and a measure of difficulty of the control task,
each run was repeated with the controller turned off, i.e. the
controlled system followed its natural dynamics from the
specified initial state. This is shown as ‘no control’ in the
tables. It can be seen that both the fitness and the success
rates are considerably lower in these cases, indicating that in
most cases the target steady state would not have been met
in the absence of control. The only exception is in networks
with the smallest state spaces when asynchronous updates
are used.

In general, asynchronous updates made the control
problems easier to solve. Asynchronous systems do not
have well-defined attractors [42], [45], and this results in
increased permeability of the state space, allowing trajec-
tories to move between attractor basins (or at least the
asynchronous analogue of these) on a probabilistic basis.
This is reflected in the higher ‘no control’ success rates
shown in Table 6, indicating that uncontrolled trajectories
are percolating further around the state space than when
deterministic updates are used. However, there still remains
a sizeable benefit to using control in these cases.

4.2 Controlling from steady states

The use of random starting points gives a good indication
of the overall controllability of the systems, but is arguably
not realistic from a biological perspective, since biological
systems would be expected to spend much of their time at
or near to their steady states. To address this, we carried
out a further series of experiments in which the aim was
to control a trajectory in order to guide the system from
one steady state to another. Since the number of pairs of
steady states in a system grows in a combinatorial fashion,
for each controlled network we arbitrarily selected three
to use as starting states. Twenty runs were carried out for
each pairing. Full results can be found in Supplementary
Materials; these are summarised in Tables 7 and 8, which
show, for each controlled network, the proportion of steady
state pairs for which the target steady state could be reached
in all 20 runs, in some runs, and in no runs. These indicate
that most of the time the control problems could be solved
in every run, illustrating that the steady state to steady
state control problem is significantly less difficult than the
random state to steady state problem. This may reflect that
for many biological systems, there are likely to be governed
transitions between the system’s steady states, and it could
be expected that these paths of transition are relatively
short. Random states, by comparison, might occur at some
distance from these steady states, and large transients may
be needed to transition to and settle within another attractor
basin.

Overall, we observed no simple relationship between
network size and controllability. Whilst large networks were
on average harder to control (presumably due to larger
state spaces), this was not always the case, and sometimes
depended upon whether the trajectories started at random
states or steady states. For example, the T helper cell
differentiation network was fully controllable from steady
states, yet difficult to control from random states. There was
also no clear relationship between the number of attractors
and controllability. We might expect networks with large
numbers of attractors to be harder to control, since there is
likely to be a need to navigate through multiple attractor
basins to reach the target, but this was not evident from
the results. This suggests that it is not straightforward to
predict the controllability of a particular biological system
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Table 5
Mean fitness (and standard deviation) and proportion of steady states reached for each target network both when under the control of evolved

deterministic BN controllers and when following its natural dynamics (no control) from a random initial state.

Mean Fitness Targets Reached (%)

Network Control No control Control No control

Fission yeast 0.997 (0.008) 0.508 (0.057) 92 8
Budding yeast 0.987 (0.003) 0.524 (0.335) 86 14
A.thaliana 0.977 (0.008) 0.609 (0.110) 70 20
T helper cell 0.946 (0.036) 0.554 (0.135) 67 0
T cell receptor 0.985 (0.008) 0.863 (0.057) 50 0

Table 6
Mean fitness (and standard deviation) and proportion of steady states reached for each target network both when under the control of evolved

aysnchronous BN controllers and when following its natural dynamics (no control) from a random initial state.

Mean Fitness Targets Reached (%)

Network Control No control Control No control

Fission yeast 0.975 (0.012) 0.603 (0.257) 92 69
Budding yeast 0.993 (0.006) 0.604 (0.362) 100 86
A.thaliana 0.997 (0.005) 0.764 (0.188) 100 70
T helper cell 0.947 (0.034) 0.552 (0.174) 67 0
T cell receptor 0.997 (0.005) 0.900 (0.043) 88 13

Table 7
Proportion of steady states that could be reached for each target

network when under the control of evolved determninistic BN
controllers, during ‘all runs’ of the EA, for only ‘some runs’ of the EA,

and those that could be reached in ‘no runs’.

Targets Reached (%)

Network All runs Some runs No runs

Fission yeast 92.3 5.13 2.56
Budding yeast 85.7 9.52 4.76
A. thaliana 100 0 0
T helper cell 100 0 0
T cell receptor 79.2 8.33 12.5

Table 8
Proportion of steady states that could be reached for each target

network when under the control of evolved asynchronous BN
controllers, during ‘all runs’ of the EA, for only ‘some runs’ of the EA,

and those that could be reached in ‘no runs’.

Targets Reached (%)

Network All runs Some runs No runs

Fission yeast 92.3 0 7.69
Budding yeast 85.7 14.3 0
A. thaliana 100 0 0
T helper cell 100 0 0
T cell receptor 95.8 4.16 0

from coarse features of its state space alone.

4.3 Scalability on random networks
To gain a better understanding of how the method scales
to larger networks than those commonly found in the liter-
ature, a further experiment was carried out using random

BNs. This involved repeatedly sampling a random network
of a particular size, picking two attractors within its state
space, and then evolving a controller (using the method
already described) to control a trajectory between the two
attractors. To reflect the general organisation of biological
networks, random networks were constructed with k = 2.
Deterministic networks were used so that attractors could
be identified by running the network from a random initial
state until it encountered a repeating pattern of states. This
process was repeated until two attractors were found. To
preclude easy control tasks, if the second attractor differed
from the first attractor in the states of less than 10 nodes
at any point in its cycle, then it was rejected and another
attractor was sought. If two attractors could not be found for
a network within a reasonable period of time, then another
random network was sampled and the process repeated.

Figure 4 shows the results. For each network size (50,
100, 200, 400), the plots show the distribution of distances
from the target attractors for 20 random networks, in terms
of the number of nodes whose states are incorrect at the end
of the control period. To give some insight into the effect
of the number of couplings upon controllability, results are
shown for 1–4 pairs of control/feedback couplings. From
these results, it appears that the method scales well to
larger BNs, with optimal controllers found for the majority
of size 400 networks when the number of couplings is
greater than 1. This is perhaps surprising, given that the
number of possible network states in a BN of size 400 is
2.6 × 10120. However, it is common for the networks to
contain a sizeable proportion of nodes with frozen states
(known as a frozen core) and this reduces the effective
distance between attractors. Frozen cores are also commonly
found in biological GRNs (for example, about 40% of nodes
are frozen between attractors in the biological case studies)
meaning that the difficulty of the control task is often easier
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Figure 4. Distance from target attractor for random BNs of sizes 50-400
nodes (x axis) with 1 (top)–4 (bottom) pairs of couplings.

than the size of the network would suggest.
The number of couplings does have a significant effect,

with an improvement in controllability as this number in-
creases. Using 4 couplings, it is possible to find optimal
controllers for almost every randomly sampled network,
though over 30% could also be controlled optimally with
only a single coupling. It should be noted that the failure to
find an optimal controller in this experiment does not imply
the impossibility of finding such a controller, especially
given that only one optimisation run was carried out for
each network. Nevertheless, it is clear that it is easier to find
controllers as more coupling terms are added.

4.4 Control examples

Since there is a many-to-one mapping between controller
architectures and control sequences, the architectures of the
evolved controllers tend to be quite diverse. However, they
appear to be more conserved in terms of how they carry
out control. Figures 5 and 6 give some examples of control
being carried out within the T helper cell differentiation
network. It can be seen how, in each case, the dynamics of
the controlled network are allowed to evolve naturally for a
number of steps (td) in between each controller intervention.
The controllers then change the expression states of only a

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B

D CF EH GJ IK

L T
Steady state
00000000000000000000000 

00110000000000000000000 

00110000000000001111111 
00110000000000001110111 

00110000000000000001000 

00110000000000000000000 
00010000000000000000000  

Random initial state
01110001011001011101001 

Figure 5. An evolved deterministic BN controlling a trajectory from a
random state to a steady state in the T-helper cell differentiation network.
Individual states are indicated by blue circles. Blue (solid) lines indicate
transitions that result from the system following its natural dynamics.
Red (dashed) lines indicate controller interventions.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A

C BE DG FHISteady state
00000000000000001111111 

00000001000110010000001
00000001000110010001001

Steady state
00000001000111000000000

0000000000000000000001
0000000000000000000101

Figure 6. An evolved asynchronous BN controlling a trajectory from one
steady state to another in the T-helper cell differentiation network.

small number of nodes. For instance, in Figure 5, changes
are made to one of two nodes on the six occasions that
the controller intervenes, and this is sufficient to push the
network’s state from a random initial state to the target
steady state. In the second example, Figure 6, a transition
between two steady states is completed after six interven-
tions, again changing the state of only one of two nodes
each time. In general, the initial restriction to a single control
target during population initialisation appears to encourage
parsimony in the number of interventions, with a mean of
2.7 interventions observed across all the evolved controllers,
despite a potential upper limit of 5.

5 DISCUSSION

This work shows that it is possible to automatically design
a closed-loop BN controller that can control the dynamical
state of another BN, and the results show that this approach
is feasible both for Boolean models of known biological
circuits and for larger randomly sampled BNs. In this re-
spect, it contributes towards the wider goal of designing
and implementing synthetic regulatory networks that can
carry out this kind of control within a biological context.
However, there is still some way to go before this approach
is realisable in practice. First, it is necessary to address
the gap between Boolean modelling and real biological
circuits. Boolean models are computationally efficient and
can reliably predict the steady state dynamics of biological
circuits, and consequently have become a standard tool in
studies (such as this) where biological control strategies are
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being evaluated in silico. Nevertheless, Boolean models do
not capture all aspects of biological circuits, and are notably
less reliable in their characterisation of cyclic attractors
and transient behaviour. Simple interventions are known
to transfer well from Boolean models of biological circuits
to real circuits, but it seems likely that the veracity of this
transfer will degrade as control interventions become more
complex. A solution to this problem would be to use more
realistic simulations, for example continuous-valued models
and continuous-time models, of which there are numerous
kinds. In practice, there is likely to be a trade-off between
the level of detail in the model, and hence the likelihood of
complex control strategies successfully transferring, and the
availability of data to train the parameters of the model, and
hence the ability to create a usable model.

There are also potential benefits to using more expressive
models on the controller side, since this could increase
the ability of the model to describe effective control poli-
cies. This is feasible from an EA perspective, since they
are relatively flexible in terms of representation, and have
previously been used to optimise both the topologies and
parameters of continuous-valued regulatory networks [46].
However, this approach is likely to increase both the over-
fitting of the model to the controlled system, and the diffi-
culty of implementing the controller in practice. Conversely,
it might be better to explore more general controller models
in future research, particularly where timing parameters are
concerned. In the present work, the timings of/between
interventions are both deterministic; in a biological im-
plementation, this would not be the case, and hence it
would make sense to introduce a degree of stochasticity
to the model to prevent over-fitting of timing parameters.
Although it is not something we have focused on in this
study, timing is an important consideration, and in practice
it would be necessary to restrict the timing parameters to
suitable ranges. These would have to be informed by the
particular synthetic biology techniques that are to be used,
and would also have to take into account the temporal
dynamics of the native regulatory network.

In order to keep the approach and presentation simple,
this study intentionally used a baseline EA, but there is
significant scope for using more advanced EAs in future
work. One approach would be to use multi-objective meth-
ods [12] to explore the trade-offs between control accuracy
and speed and different aspects of model complexity (e.g.
size, connectivity, number of interventions, choice of logic
functions), since all of these factors have an impact upon
the process of mapping an evolved controller into a syn-
thetic biology circuit. This could be a productive way of
discovering controllers that are both effective and practi-
cally realisable, something that is unlikely to be true of
all evolved controllers. Although it is sometimes seen as a
weakness (since it forces choice upon the user), a strength
of EAs is that they exhibit significant variation between
runs, leading to multiple solutions when executed multiple
times. Sometimes these solutions can be mined for common-
alities, but they often reflect the underlying multimodality
of solution landscapes. One way to leverage this diversity
would be to build controller ensembles, which are known
to be more robust than individual controllers, though this
would also increase the difficulty of implementation. Rather

than increase the complexity of controllers used for specific
control tasks, perhaps a more appealing approach would be
to design controllers that generalise to multiple problems.
Again, multi-objective approaches could be used to achieve
this, and other EA extensions, such as mechanisms for
discovering reusable modules, could also be applied.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have demonstrated that it is possible to
control the dynamics of Boolean models of biological regu-
latory circuits using Boolean networks, and that appropriate
controllers can be designed using an evolutionary algo-
rithm. Control of Boolean networks has been studied by a
number of authors as an model of controlling real biological
regulatory circuits. However, previous work in this area
has not addressed the problem of how to implement the
resulting control interventions within a biological cell. Our
approach, by comparison, is based on the observation that
Boolean networks are digital circuits, and that in the area
of synthetic biology there has been considerable work on
implementing and deploying digital circuits within biolog-
ical cells. This raises the possibility of refining Boolean net-
work controllers developed in silico into biological control
systems that could be deployed in vivo. Our experimental
results suggest that Boolean controllers do not need to be
large, and they need not be strongly coupled to the cell’s
native regulatory network. Both of these observations are
significant from an implementation perspective, since they
make it more feasible that controllers could be refined into
working biological circuits.

Despite their abstract nature, Boolean networks are
known to capture many of the characteristics of biological
regulatory systems, and have been successfully used to
model the qualitative dynamics of a wide range of reg-
ulatory circuits. From a simulation perspective, their ab-
stractness may be an advantage, since it discourages over-
fitting and may lead to controllers that are more tolerant to
measurement and simulation noise. Boolean networks are
also beneficial from a computational perspective, since they
can be efficiently simulated in digital hardware; in our case,
this allowed us to feasibly explore a large space of control
interventions within the context of an evolutionary algo-
rithm. Nevertheless, there remains a gap between Boolean
modelling and biological reality, and more work is needed
to understand the challenges of crossing this gap in practice.
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